
 

 

September 2018 
It was terrific to see a really decent size audience for our September meeting and those not there missed a 

highly informative and interesting evening with Sam Evans talking on his time as one of just 4 engineers 

responsible for keeping Vulcan XH558 in the air, and more latterly in the restoration of North Weald’s C-54 

Skymaster N44914 aka 56498. 

 

 

Cockpit of 56498 – photo taken 2 May 2018 



The short video clip showed which was taken from inside the Vulcan whilst performing some very 

exuberant manoeuvres at an air display was quite remarkable albeit not so good for the stress imposed 

upon the airframe. Some of Sam’s anecdotes were tremendous and often interspersed with great humour. 

Sam is clearly very passionate about what he has already achieved and what he hopes to achieve in the 

years to come, and I am sure we all wish him every success with his current C-54 restoration project. 

Thanks Nigel for arranging this guest speaker and to everyone who participated in the raffle and book sale. 

On the subject of meetings, Michael Jones has asked if anyone possesses a projector that connects to a 

computer could they please let him know. 

For me it was probably the last time for many months that I was be able to have a quick drive around 

Stansted North side pre-meeting as by October the sun will have set well before our meeting and, under 

the new arrangements, non-official visitors will not be welcome to that area after dusk. I am sure all our 

members will respect the well-publicised agreement reached after a short series of meetings between a 

representative group of enthusiasts, MAG and the police.  A new airline scheduled to grace the STN tarmac 

in October is the Aeroflot low cost offshoot Pobeda with a service to St. Petersburg (a simply wonderful 

city) using, I understand, 737s. 

 

Our next meeting will see us welcome Andrew Barber BSc., CEng., MRAeS., Airworthiness & Flight Test 

Engineer, for Hybrid Air Vehicles, Cardington,  the British manufacturer of hybrid airships. These aircraft use 

both aerodynamics and lighter-than-air technology to generate lift, potentially allowing the vehicle to stay 

aloft for several weeks. This will be a topic totally new to our branch which is in itself most appropriate as 

we also develop the branch in new ways and methods. I look forward to seeing as many of you, and guests, 

as possible. However, a gentle reminder if I may, when you attend a branch meeting please ensure you, and 

your guests, sign the attendance register. 

 


